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Abstract
In this study we investigated a relationship between stress response, psychological state and prognosis of
women with uterine fibroids under different treatments. A total of 312 patients with uterine fibroids
undergoing laparoscopy myomectomy, abdominal myomectomy, laparoscopy hysterectomy and
abdominal hysterectomy were recruited in this study. Serum interleukin-6 (IL6) concentration and data
of psychological state before and after therapies were collected and statistical analyses carried out. 292
cases had completed the questionnaires. In this study we found that there was no major depression or
anxiety after laparotomy or laparoscopy, while we found a statistically significant improvement in
psychological state and closer serum level of IL-6 to the normal level before surgeries compared with the
laparoscopy group and the laparotomy group. While the patients who had higher level of IL-6 emerged
worse psychological state within three months after surgery. IL-6 may be the biological indices reflecting
the severity of depression after therapy, and laparoscopy would be better than laparotomy on the
improvement of psychological state. In the future, we would make a further research on the intervention
of mental for the patients need HIFU and other surgeries to find a better safe and effective method.
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Introduction

Subjects

Uterine fibroids are common benign tumors, and an increased
incidence in women with age. It would be suggested for
surgery when uterine fibroids were symptomatic as oral
medication did not work [1]. Despite the generally benign
nature, uterine fibroids often lead to hysterectomy [2].
Hysterectomy might have side-effect on women to the extent
that need a long time for the patients to follow up examination
[3]. While the effect of surgery on psychological state and the
prognosis is not well known. Some studies reminded that
psychological state was related to prognosis by lots of
procedure [4]. Therefore, in the multicenter study we used a
randomized, controlled trial to explain the relationship among
surgery procedure, psychological state and post-operative
stress. The objective of this study was to discuss a better
therapy in the hope of improving quality of life and uterine
outcomes in these patients.

Inclusion criteria: The patients took part in the study were
with symptomatic uterine fibroids and required surgery and age
between 25 and 55. The diameter of uterine fibroids were less
than 10 cm, the number of uterine fibroids were less than 15.
There were 74 patients underwent laparoscopy myomectomy
(38.556 ± 6.152 y age), 88 patients underwent abdominal
myomectomy (39.126 ± 9.202 y age), 74 underwent
laparoscopy hysterectomy (37.423 ± 5.069 y age), 76 patients
underwent abdominal hysterectomy (40.398 ± 8.482 y age).
294 cases completed the questionnaires (73 of laparoscopy
myomectomy group, 79 of abdominal myomectomy group, 71
of laparoscopy hysterectomy group, and 71 of abdominal
hysterectomy group).
All general state of the patients was no statistical difference.

Materials and Methods

Assessment of current mood/anxiety/depression
symptoms

This study took place in the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Zhengzhou People's Hospital. A total of 312
women with uterine fibroids consented to take part in the
study, the study was completed between August 2011 and June
2014. It was approved by the Ethics Committee at Zhengzhou
People's Hospital. Written informed consent was obtained from
each patient before treatment procedure.

Subjects completed patients’ QOL assessed with the World
Health Organization Quality of Life-BREF questionnaire
(WHOQOL-BREF) and a battery of self-assessment scales at
pre-surgical procedure, 1 and 3 months after treatment
procedure. The self-assessment scales included the Hamilton
Anxiety Scale (HAMA) [5], Self-Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS)
[6] and Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) [7]. The
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assessments pre-operatively were evaluated by face-to-face
interviews at administration, and the assessments post-surgery
was evaluated by telephone interviews or face-to-face
interviews at administration.

The serum levels of IL6
The serum of patients was collected at pre-surgical procedure,
0 h, 24 h and 72 h after treatment procedure to assess presurgical and postsurgical level of IL6. IL6 was assayed by twosite sandwich Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)
(ELISA kits from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology).
Polystyrene microliter plates were coated with 2-4 µg/ml γglobulin in coating buffer overnight at 4°C, then washing with
PBS-Tween the plates were loaded with the test samples, 200
µg/well, followed immediately by enzyme-labelled γ-globulin,
50 µg/well, to give a final dilution of the labeled γ-globulin of
1/500. Sample and conjugate were thoroughly mixed and
incubated in the plates overnight at 4°C. Samples were
incubated for 60 min at 37°C in 96-well microliter plates,
coated overnight at 4°C with mouse anti-IL6 mAb (1 µg/ml)
(anti-IL6 mAb from abcam, ab46027), and saturated for 90
min at 20°C with PBS 5% BSA. After washing, a biotinylated
mouse anti-IL6 mAb (1 µg/ml) was added and incubated for 90
min at 20°C. After subsequent incubation with peroxidasecoupled
streptavidin
and
revelation
with
orthophenylenediamine, the plates were read at 492 nm.

Statistical analyses

test statistics were calculated to compare two groups on
baseline clinical and demographical variables. Baseline
variables that differed significantly between groups were
entered in post-hoc models as covariates. A final set of posthoc analyses were performed with pre-treatment use and
treatment use.
Data were controlled by pre-treatment and after operation
methods, to further examine the relationship between total
score of self-assessment scales and IL6.

Result
The study took one year to investigate the patients with uterine
fibroids underwent surgery. There are 293 patients completed
the study. It revealed that the level of IL6 was no significant
compared the laparoscopy group to the laparotomy group
before surgical procedure (P>0.01), the level of IL6 was no
significant compared the myomectomy group to the
hysterectomy group before surgical procedure either (P>0.01).
While after the surgical procedure the level of IL6 was
significant different compared the laparoscopy group to the
laparotomy group (P<0.01), the level of IL6 was significant
different compared the laparoscopy myomectomy group to the
laparoscopy hysterectomy group either (P<0.01) (Table 1).
Bivariate Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed the level of
IL6 in each group showed progressive decline after surgical
procedure in statistically. It was observed that the level of IL6
in patients by laparotomy had more flexible than that by
laparoscopy after surgical procedure (P<0.01) (Figure 1).

Analyses were conducted by SPSS19.0.2. All tests were twotailed. Statistical significance was defined as p-value<0.05. tTable 1. The level of IL6 compared with each group.
IL-6 (pg/ml)

Pre-surgery

0h

24 h

72 h

Laparoscopy

7.28 ± 2.18

11.76 ± 3.76

10.16 ± 3.75

9.58 ± 4.46

Myomectomy group

8.13 ± 4.01

10.28 ± 2.18

9.68 ± 2.64

8.38 ± 3.48

Hysterectomy group

7.577 ± 4.04

12.71 ± 3.36

11.56 ± 4.34

8.24 ± 4.25

Laparotomy

8.50 ± 3.32

13.14 ± 5.11

12.29 ± 5.05

10.39 ± 6.28

Myomectomy group

7.43 ± 2.42

13.28 ± 5.72

10.28 ± 3.82

9.28 ± 3.34

Hysterectomy group

7.59 ± 2.86

15.51 ± 6.06

13.73 ± 3.17

10.35 ± 3.56

Figure 1. The trend of IL6 in each group.

There was no significant trend toward higher depressive
symptoms and anxiety symptoms in any group. Results of ttests showed that compared with patients by laparotomy, the
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patients
underwent
laparoscopy
showed
significant
improvement on psychological state. It was observed that
patients by laparoscopy had more serious depression symptoms
than that by laparotomy before surgical procedure (P<0.01). ttest analysis revealed that the scores of SAS/SDS was
significant different compared the myomectomy group to the
hysterectomy group either by laparotomy or laparoscopy
before surgical procedure (P<0.01), after surgery the scores of
SAS/SDS was significant different either (P<0.01). Bivariate
Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed that the scores of
SAS/SDS were progressive decline of the patients by
laparoscopy. However, it did not show significantly variability
on SAS/SDS scores of the patients by laparotomy.
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Compared with SAS/SDS, the scores of HAMA showed
irregular differences between the laparoscopy myomectomy
group and the laparoscopy hysterectomy group. It was
observed that the scores of HAMA was significant different
compared the laparoscopy myomectomy group to the
laparotomy hysterectomy group one month after surgery
(P<0.01) (Table 2). Bivariate Pearson’s correlation analysis
revealed that the scores of HAMA was progressive decline of
the patients by laparoscopy (P<0.01), while the scores of
HAMA was first rise then fall in the laparotomy group one
month after surgery (P<0.01) (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The trend of psychological scores in the laparotomy and
laparoscopy groups.
Table 2. Psychological scores compared with each group.
1 month

3 months

37.480 ± 7.246

33.280 ± 5.529

31.240
4.424

±

Myomectomy

35.346 ± 7.478

28.923 ± 2.529

28.462
2.626

±

Hysterectom
y

39.792 ± 6.352

38.000 ± 3.671

34.250
4.003

±

39.200 ± 9.953

33.940 ± 7.363

30.920
5.360

±

Myomectomy

36.231 ± 9.030

30.462 ± 5.022

28.000
2.366

±

Hysterectom
y

42.417
10.082

± 37.708 ± 7.721

34.083
5.919

±

SAS

SDS

HAMA

7.420 ± 5.099

4.820 ± 3.885

2.980 ± 2.487

Myomectomy

6.346 ± 4.963

2.923 ± 2.622

2.815 ± 2.085

Hysterectom
y

8.583 ± 5.090

6.875 ± 4.025

3.117 ± 2.586

Laparotomy

SAS

36.96
6.704

0

± 35.000 ± 9.949

31.500
6.188

±

Myomectomy

37.615 ± 7.510

27.538 ± 2.486

28.346
3.032

±

Hysterectom
y

36.250 ± 5.780

43.083 ± 8.546

34.917
6.940

±

33.56 ± 6.132

36.10 ± 11.057

31.88 ± 7.145

Myomectomy

33.346 ± 6.911

29.269 ± 3.758

28.885
3.983

±

Hysterectom
y

33.792 ± 5.300

43.500
11.628

± 35.125
8.389

±

SDS
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8.04 ± 5.345

8.84 ± 5.464

4.56 ± 3.523

Myomectomy

8.346 ± 5.091

8.615 ± 2.714

4.808 ± 1.980

Hysterectom
y

7.708 ± 5.699

9.250 ± 5.705

5.458 ± 3.867

Bivariate Pearson’s correlation revealed significant positive
relationships between IL6 and SAS/SDS score, especially in
the laparoscopy myomectomy group. No significant
correlations emerged for IL6 and HAMA score in any group.
Compared with WHOQOL-BREF, no severe operative
complication occurred in each groups. The scores of each
domain improved in the laparoscopy and laparotomy group. In
the physical health domain (D1), the psychological domain
(D2) and the social relationships domain (D3), it was observed
that the scores were significant different between the
laparoscopy group and the laparotomy group (P<0.01).
Bivariate Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed that the scores
of D 2 was progressive improved of the patients by laparoscopy
(P<0.01) (Table 3).
Table 3. Quality of life change scores compared with each group.

Laparoscopy

0 months
Laparoscopy

HAMA

Laparotomy

0 months

1 month

3 months

D1

13.54 ± 0.62

12.08 ± 0.77

14.24 ± 1.24

D2

13.52 ± 1.78

12.23 ± 0.59

14.53 ± 1.26

D3

13.27 ± 2.22

12.21 ± 0.67

14.25 ± 1.03

D4

13.32 ± 2.23

12.78 ± 0.63

14.92 ± 0.36

Q

12.21 ± 1.03

12.12 ± 1.22

13.30 ± 2.36

D1

12.96 ± 1.74

12.20 ± 1.49

13.50 ± 0.88

D2

13.65 ± 1.51

12.53 ± 1.86

13.36 ± 1.32

D3

13.25 ± 1.78

12.83 ± 1.46

12.97 ± 2.40

D4

13.56 ± 1.12

12.10 ± 1.57

12.88 ± 2.45

Q

13.36 ± 1.91

12.69 ± 1.58

12.85 ± 2.83

Discussion
As more treatment procedures were assessed for uterine
fibroids, more attention on patients’ psychological state and
prognosis [4]. Depression and anxiety are the most common
psychiatric disorders in women [8], but they may not be easily
recognized in women with uterine fibroids as some symptoms
are difficult to distinguish from the effects of uterine fibroids,
such as fatigue, asthenia and lethargy. Poor recognition of
depressive and anxiety disorders in these patients can lead to a
perceived worsening of symptoms [4]. It previously reported
that inflammatory cytokines have effects of psychiatric
disorders [9]. The publication of two meta-analyses
underscored that depression was associated with signs of
inflammation. In addition, depression and anxiety may be the
side effects of surgical treatment. In this study we determined
the correlation of stress and psychological state in the different
treatments of patients with uterine fibroid. IL6, as one
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representative factor of stress response [10], took important
part in immune regulation either [11]. In this study the level of
IL6 presented a high level the time after surgery but downward
in a period after surgery as many studies had demonstrated
[12]. It was associated with less stress and minimally invasive
surgery that IL6 reduced faster in the laparoscopy
myomectomy group.
We found a statistically significant improvement in
psychological state and serum level of IL6 is closer to the
normal level before surgeries compared the laparoscopy group
to the laparotomy group. While the patients who had higher
level of IL6 emerged worse psychological state within three
months after surgery. IL6 showed a predicted marker for
postoperative state in this study. It may be that stress is
neuroendocrine response caused by Hypothalamic PituitaryAdrenal axis (HPA) secretion, IL6 would easily affected by the
unstable psychological factors of individuals and present a
higher level to other individuals, and those patients who had
unstable psychological factors were more prone to
psychological problems such as depression and anxiety [13].
Mean depression and anxiety scores were higher in patients
with surgeries than that in healthy control populations as many
studies have proved [14]. In this study it did not find serious
depression or anxiety patients before or after surgeries, while
mild depression and mild anxiety symptoms were found in the
laparoscopy group pre-surgical procedure and the laparotomy
group pro-surgical procedure. As many studies have proved,
surgery is a major stress factor and has significant effect on
psychological state of patients [15]. While in this study, the
symptom of depression and anxiety before laparoscopy has a
certain relationship with preoperative communication.
Postoperative improvements in depression scores after
effective treatment have also been observed in the past [16],
and the better performance of psychological state after surgery
in the laparoscopy group was associated with the less trauma,
quicker recovery, shorter hospital stay of minimally invasive
surgery.
In contrast to those previous prospective studies, we
hypothesized that individuals who had more depressive
symptoms would have greater increased IL6 in response to the
stress than those with fewer depressive symptoms. In this study
it was found that the laparoscopy group compared with the
laparotomy group has slightly worse psychological state before
surgery but greater improvement after surgery. It suggested that
patients need appropriate mental nursing before each treatment
procedure, and the preoperative measure would be efficacious
on the restoration, the psychological effect IL6 could be
considered, prompt a better accurate therapy.
In the world, there are so many surgical procedure for the
patients with uterine fibroids to avoid suffering [17],
laparotomy and laparoscopy are no longer to meet the
contemporary needs, less trauma, quicker recovery, shorter
hospital stay are all the eternal pursuit of all surgeries [3]. High
Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) was born in the era of
ever-changing technology. HIFU is a novel modality pioneered
for the treatment of uterine fibroids [18]. Unlike previous
7189

alternatives to uterine fibroids, HIFU does not require insertion
of an endoscope, catheter, or needle into the body [19]. The
energy from multiple elements of the phased array transducer
passes through the anterior abdominal wall and causes
coagulative necrosis only at the focal volume where the
ultrasound waves converge [20]. In contrast to laparoscopy,
maybe the non-invasive make patients feel secure and like to
have a chance to try.
In the future, we would make a further research on the
intervention of mental for the patients need HIFU and other
surgeries to find a better safe and effective method.
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